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Crate Training Your Dog

Teach Your Dog to LOVE Her Crate!

This guide assumes you are just introducing the
crate to your puppy/dog and she has not
previously had a bad experience with the crate.
Before you commence your actual crate training
we recommend that you place the crate in a
quiet, but not secluded room in your home. For
a couple of days just leave it there so your dog
can smell and orient to the crate. If she is
comfortable then you can place her food bowl
just at the front of the crate or throw a few
treats into the crate every now and then. Your
dog will learn that the crate is a provider of good
experiences.

What You Will Need:

 A dog crate, large enough for your puppy to move around in, stand up

straight and comfortably turn in a circle

 Lots of yummy treats about the size of your little fingernail

 A clicker or the word ‘yes’ (spoken distinctly)

 Patience, understanding and a calm demeanor
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Training Steps:

1) Sit down in front of the crate with your dog. Have a supply of

whatever treats she really likes. Show her a treat and toss it just

inside the crate opening. Allow the dog to reach in and take the

treat. Repeat several times, sometimes requiring that she step a

little further inside the crate. Always permit her to step back out at

will. Treats should be tiny so you can do lots of work without her

getting full. I often use their dinner kibble at meal time to feed and

train at the same time.

2) Show your pooch a treat and move as though you are tossing it

inside the crate. When she looks in the crate, click or say ‘yes’ and

toss the treat inside the crate. After a few repetitions wait for your

dog to actually take a step toward the crate before clicking and

then tossing the treat inside.
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3) Once your dog is taking a step toward the crate, you are well on

your way. With each repetition, always allow your dog to come back

out of the crate. If she prefers to stay inside (presumably she’s

figured out that’s where the treats are), give her a second treat for

coming back out.

4) Now we progress to more advanced stages using the same format

as above:

 Dog takes two steps toward the crate, click and toss a treat into

the mouth of the crate.

 Dog moves to the crate and sticks her head inside the mouth,

click and toss a treat into the crate.

 Dog moves to the crate and places one front paw into the crate,

click and toss a treat into the crate.

 Dog moves to the crate and places one front paw, then the

other, into the crate, click and toss a treat into the crate.

 Dog moves to the crate, places both front paws in the crate,

then takes another step deeper into the crate, click and toss a

treat into the crate.

 Dog moves to the crate, steps into the crate, and places one rear

paw into the crate, click and toss a treat into the crate.

 Dog moves to the crate, steps inside the crate, and places rear

paws in the crate, click and toss a treat into the crate. At this
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point, your dog may back out of the crate or may turn around

and walk forward out of the crate. Give a second treat when

your pooch exits the crate.

5) Turning in the crate is preferred to backing out, as it sets you up

nicely for subsequent steps. If your dog is inclined to back out, try

reaching in with a treat in your hand, and luring the dog to turn

around inside the crate and exit nose first.

 If your dog becomes nervous when you reach in, try a wider

crate. She may feel more comfortable turning in a wider space or

she may be more comfortable with you luring her around.

 Once turning is well established, wean off reaching in and luring

her.

 Dog moves to crate, steps inside, turns around, click and quickly

reach inside to hand the treat.

6) Introduce a verbal cue to tell the dog to go inside the crate, such as

‘Go in your crate,’ ‘Get in your box,’ ‘Load up,’ etc. Say this just

prior to your dog moving toward the crate. If your dog starts to

move to the crate before you give the verbal cue that’s okay.

7) Cue (your verbal ‘go in your crate’ or whatever expression you are

using) your dog to get in the crate, dog moves to crate, steps

inside, turns around, and takes a step toward the exit, click and

reach inside to give the treat. You should skip this step if the crate
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is so small that your dog can only take one step before exiting the

crate.

8) Cue your dog to get in the crate, dog moves to crate, steps inside,

turns around. Now cue your dog to ‘sit’ or ‘lie down’—whichever she

is most likely to do. When your dog ‘sits’ or ‘downs’, click and

quickly reach inside to offer the treat. You may need to reach inside

the crate to lure the dog into a ‘sit’ or ‘down’ position.

9) Cue your dog to get in the crate, dog moves to crate, steps inside,

turns around. Now cue your dog to ‘sit’ or ‘lie down.’ When she

does, cue her to stay. Wait 1-2 seconds, click and quickly reach

inside to offer the treat. Say “okay” and move back out of the crate

so your dog can exit. Your dog should begin to automatically ‘sit’ or

‘lie down’ when she goes into the crate without you having to cue

her. If, at any time, your dog exits the crate before completing the

full sequence of turning and sitting or lying down or staying then

simply start again. If she fails at this step more than twice in a row,

do something to help her succeed. Maybe reach in with a treat to

lure her to step farther inside or to adopt the ‘sit’ or ‘lie down’

position. Rely on this only once or twice. After that, she should be

expected to perform the sequence herself. If she still fails, stop the

session (maybe your dog is tired of the training) or revert to an
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earlier step and get the easier steps well established before

progressing again.

10) When your dog is able to go inside the crate, ‘sit’ or ‘lie down’

and ‘stay’ for 10-20 seconds, begin closing the crate door. With a

wire or airline crate, touch the door, click and quickly reach inside

to offer the treat. Say “okay” and move back out of the crate so the

dog can exit. With a mesh crate (soft-sided), lift the door slightly

off the roof, then replace, click and quickly reach inside to offer the

treat. Say “okay” and move away from the crate so your dog can

exit. Dogs with a history of disliking a crate will need more time at

this step to become comfortable with the crate door closing.

 Gradually move the door toward the closed position until it is

completely closed. Slowly build your dog up to the point where she

can remain in position, inside the crate with the door closed for 20-

30 seconds, before actually latching the door. Dogs with a history of

disliking a crate will also need more time at this step to become

comfortable with the crate door closing.

Continue to increase the time your dog is inside the crate with the

door latched. If your dog stands up or scratches at the door, say

“uh uh” and cue your dog to lie down again. If she does not lie
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down, reach in and lure her back into position, tell her to stay, close

the door again momentarily, then click and quickly reach inside to

offer the treat. Say “okay” and open the door fully so your dog can

exit.

 Once your dog is able to lie down in the crate for 1 to 2 hours,

always give her something nice to eat or chew to pass the time,

such as a stuffed Kong®, Nylabone® or chew bone. Skip this step if

your dog is inclined to guard these items because it is important for

crate training that you can remove these chew toys each time you

allow your dog to exit the crate. As your dog tolerates longer

periods of time in the crate, vary your position so you are not

always sitting right by the crate. Sit farther away, stand up, move

about the room etc. Make sure your dog is comfortable with you

moving about the room before you ever attempt to leave the room

or the house. Some dogs may never be able to tolerate staying in

the crate while you engage in an activity they consider fun, such as

sweeping the floor, playing with your child, visiting with guests, or

training another pet. If you must crate your dog at these times, it is

better to move the crate to a more isolated location. In some cases

you may have to put up with some barking and scratching. Any

time your dog whines, barks, or scratches to be released from the

crate, cue them to ‘sit’ or ‘lie down’ before opening the door. In this
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way your dog will learn that sitting or lying down is the best way to

get you to open the door. Make sure you don’t inadvertently teach

the dog to whine, bark, or scratch to be released. Just make sure

that most of the time you release your dog from the crate while she

is quiet and waiting patiently and before she engages in these

behaviors. If you find that she is always demanding to be released,

you need to go back to the early steps and build up her comfort

level again.

Other Crate Training Tips

 Feed your dog in her crate. Maybe throw her kibble into the crate

so she has to stay in there to eat it

 Put a couple of chew toys in the crate so it is always fun if she

wanders in their to investigate

 Step away from the door if she is hesitant to enter

 Give her jackpots (a lot of her favorite goodies) when she first goes

in. Throw lots of little yummy treats into the crate

 Make the crate fun. We have often crawled into the crate with our

dogs to give them hugs

 Position the crate in an area where the dog can see, smell or hear

you. Don’t use the crate to isolate or punish your dog.


